Aargh, Mateys!

Dust off your eye patch and join the scallywags this summer!

Plunge into summer and join us for salty adventures beneath the sea at...

Summer 2020

43363 Mission Blvd.
Fremont, CA 94539
(510) 687-1253
beyondacademicsinc.com

Amass Knowledge
This year’s summer program will concentrate on the following:

♦ Planning and writing expository compositions
♦ Outlining
♦ Paraphrasing
♦ Drawing conclusions
♦ Reading comprehension skills
♦ Supporting assertions with examples and quotes
♦ Learning to compose various types of sentences
♦ Applying proper syntax, grammar, and mechanics
♦ Implementing descriptive writing techniques

Embark on a voyage that will take you Beyond Academics and beneath the sea. During your salty submergings, you will encounter adventures few have ever experienced. Discover underwater cities inhabited by adventuresome characters while escaping pirates and detecting the treasure’s location. Engulf your imagination in excitement as you plunge into summer and join the crew beneath the sea at...

BEYOND ACADEMICS

*The picture above is of the main characters within this summer’s story: Maritime Maneuvers & Salty Submergings by Wendy Wright.
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